Abstract. In this paper we consider subsemigroups of the group L\ such that the r-th parameter of x s is the function of the remaining ones. Moreover we generalize some results concerning the existence of certain form subsemigroups of the group L\.
Introduction
We start with necessary definitions and notations. By R we denote the set of all real numbers and by |/c, l\-the set of all integers n with k <n < I (|fc, oo| denotes the set of all integers n > k). Let Ro = K \ {0}. We adhere n to the convention that 0° = 1, ^ = 0 and \m,n\ -0 for m > n. is a group, which is denoted by L\.
1991 Mathematics Subject Classification: 39B52. There have been considered in [3] and [4] subsemigroups of the group L\ such that the last parameter of xs is the function of the remaining ones. In this paper we study subsemigroups such that the r-th (r < s) parameter is the function of the remaining ones. Such subsemigroups have been considered in [2] for arbitrary s > 4 and |s + 1 < r < s, and in [7] , [8] and [11] for particular s. Finally we generalize some results from [4] and [6] relating to the existence of some form subsemigroups of the groups L\ and L]^.
For a nonnegative integer i < n -1 let us denote As it is easy to see, the sequence xs arises from the sequence xs G Zs by skipping all the elements of the sequence xs which are assumed to be 0. Next, the sequence x^ consists of all members of the sequence xs G Z\ excepting xr. Finally, the sequence x r s includes all the elements of the sequence € Wl ,r which are assumed not to be 0. Let fr : Z l T_l -> R, fr : Wl' r -> R. Let us consider sets
One can show that the set Z\ r(fr) is a subsemigroup of the group L). if and only if the function fr is a solution of the equation
for xr-i,yr_1 G Z l r_where zn for n G {1} U \i + 2,r -1| are given by (1) .
Similarly, the set Z l sr{fr) is a subsemigroup of the group L\ if and only if the function fr is a solution of the equation
for x^iV^ G Wl' r , where zn for n G {1} U \i + 2, s| \ {r} are described by (1) and xr = fr(x r s), yr = fr(y^). One can derive by the easy comparison of the equations (2) and (3) Our aim in this section is to show that under some additional assumption on s and r also the converse is true that is we will show that for some s and r the general solution of the equation (3) of the group L\ for r > 4 + 2i.
Generalizations
In the present section we will try to generalize some result concerning existence of some subsemigroups of the group L\. For the sake of complicated formal notation the considered here problem is very difficult. Therefore we will give only the sketch of the proof of the main result of this section.
Let s be a positive integer or s = 00 and let a set X consists of all sequences a : |l,s| -> {0,1,2} such that a\ ^ 0. Put A a := {n G |l,s| : a n = 0}, B a {n G |1, s| : a n = 1}, C a •= {n G |1, s| : a n = 2}. Let for X a ,y a £ B a , with Xj = fj(x a ), Vj = fj(y Q ) for 3 € C a , where z n for n G B a are defined by (1) .
Let m,n be such that 1 < m < n, a m = a n = 1, a m+n -\ = 2 and suppose that functions f p satisfy the system (9). Denote Consequently we can write f p (x a ) = for all m G C a and moreover G ZU } for s > 4 (cf [1] , [3] ); 
